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Abstract
Bay’ salam or bay’ salaf (advance payment contract) is an ancient form of forward 
contract or sale in Islam. It is where the payment has to be made in advance during 
the conclusion of the contract for certain or prescribed goods to be delivered 
afterwards.  The paper aims at looking into this type of financial instrument and 
see how it can be used to boast agricultural sustainability which is in its decaying 
period in an entity called Nigeria.  It explores the origin of bay’salam, its legality 
from shari’ah, and justifies its usefulness in enhancing agricultural production 
standard in this most populous African country. It also gives brief background of 
the country. The country is predominantly agriculturist and its general income was 
based on agriculture products before the petroleum discovery. The paper intends 
to register its contribution to the development of Islamic finance and banking 
which the country has recently started. This study expected that the adoption of 
bay’ salam will sustain agricultural production in Nigeria, it will improve famer’s 
income and standard of living, it will boast food security and enhance exportation 
which all will consequently benefit the country economy in general. Qualitative 
form of research methodology is employed.
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1. Introduction 

Both the terms bay’ salam or bay’ salafhave been used in Islamic literature synonymously 
to designate the forward contract or contract of future delivery of prescribed goods 
with up-front price payment. The term salafortaslif which literally means payment 
in advance was used by the scholars of Hejaz, while the Iraq scholars mainly used 
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salam (Ayub, 2007). Both groups of scholars in different geographical locations are 
referring to the same act of transaction with different terminologies. The transaction 
is a salaf (loan or debt) because the commodity to be delivered in the future time is a 
debt on the part of al-musalamilaehi (forward seller). However, the word bay’ salam 
gained the upper hand in the emergence of Islamic banking and finance. There are 
many other beneficial financial instruments in Islamic banking and finance such as 
musharakah (equity partnership), musharakahmutanaqisah (diminishing partnership) 
mudaharabah (silent partnership), murabahah (cost-plus sale contract) istisna’  
(commissioned or pre-ordered production), ijarah (lease) qardhassan(benevolent 
loan), and so on. (Benamraoui 2008; Khan and Khan, 2010, Abdul-Razak & Amin, 
2013; Belo & Abubakar, 2014).

Nigeria is the most populous black nation which is located on the southern coast of West 
Africa; it shares the same border in the north by the republic of Niger and Lake Chad 
in Northeast. It also shares its East border with Republic of Cameroon and Republic of 
Beninon its West (Micropedia, 1998; Ogunbado, 2008).  It can be added that Nigeria 
as a nation does not adopt any religion as a nation/state religion, but all religions- 
Islam, Christianity and African traditional religions- are allowed to be practiced freely. 
Without going into the details, it is undeniable truth that Muslims are the majority. 
Nigerian Muslims are predominantly followers of Maliki School of thought along with 
many of their counterparts in most West-African countries. Recently, after many teeter-
totters, the country joined other nations of the world that are practicing or allowed 
Islamic banking and finance.(Sanusi, 2011;Aliyu, 2012).

Prior to oil discovery in early 1970s, Nigeria was an agro-based economy with 
approximately 70 percent of population involved in agricultural production at different 
levels. The sector was the most important in terms of contributions to domestic 
production, employment and foreign exchange earnings. For instance, in 1957 the 
sector contributed large percentage of GDP which was 65.7 percent. It was later 
drastically dropped to 41 percent in 1999 (http://www.nationsencyclopedia.com). It 
contributed 32% to GDP in 2001 (ibid). While 2013 report showed that the sector 
also declined in its contribution to 21.97 percent (http://businessdayonline.com). The 
decrease continues till date as economic development increases.

In Nigeria, The agriculture products can be divided into two main groups: food crops 
which are produced for domestic consumption and export products. The country was 
self-sufficient in food security through its food crops before the civil war. Only to 
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see that demand for food importation increased considerably since 1973 onwards 
(Manyong et al, 2004; Oyejide, 1986; Uwadibie, 2000). The export products such as 
cocoa and rubber were also denigrated. Nigeria is the fourth–largest producer of cocoa 
beans for decades. Cocoa generated 90 percent of foreign exchange earnings before 
the independence. But get setback especially since the abolition of the Nigerian Cocoa 
Board in 1986. (http://www.corporate-nigeria.com; http://allafrica.com/stories).

In short, agriculture sector in Nigeria is in quandary nowadays with untold internal and 
external factors. It was mentioned that in the United States of America, seconded to 
farmers, processors, researchers and policy-makers at all levels work hand in hand to 
promote and ensure a vibrant agricultural economy (http://www.forbes.com). In light 
of this, this paper tries to submit its own part as a contribution to Islamic finance 
which the country is experiencing or entering into, on one hand. On the other hand, by 
suggesting bay’ salam as an alternative to empower agricultural sector of the country.

After the introduction, the problem statement is discussed. Research questions, 
objectives and methodology are also conversed. In order to aid the comprehensive 
understanding of the paper, definitionof bay’ salam, its permissibility and element of 
the contract are communicated. Agricultural sustainability is followed by application 
of bay’ salam contract in agricultural sector.

2. Problem Statement

Nigeria is a country with abundance of resources. It has 84 million hectares of arable 
land, two of Africa’s largest rivers; it also lies in the equatorial region which makes its 
climatic condition favorable to agricultural products. It also gifted with highest man 
power in the continent which is recently (2014) accounted to be 178.5 million (http://
worldpopulationreview.com).Yet, the agricultural sector of the country is nothing to 
write home about. One of the major problems facing this sector is lack of funds and 
capital. Other problems include, but not limited to, poor storage facilities, poor and 
lack of infrastructural facilities like good roads, water, and electricity.

Furthermore, as it was mentioned earlier, the country recently established Islamic 
banking and finance as an alternative to conventional banking with many expectations 
which one of them is to boast the economical standard of the country.

Having said that, the paper tries to see how can the agricultural sector of the country 
benefited from the introduction of the Islamic banking and finance through one of its  
nstruments bay’ salam. 
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3. Research Question(s)

1. What is bay’ salam, its legality and elements?

2. Why the agricultural sector is declining in Nigeria?

3. In what way can bay’ salam boast agricultural sustainability in Nigeria?

4. Research Objectives

The study intends to achieve the following objectives:

1. To add to scanty literature available on Islamic banking and finance in Nigeria. 

2. To examine the causes of decline in agricultural production in Nigeria.

3. To propose bay’ salam as an alternative for agricultural sustainability in 
Nigeria.

4. To recall and promote the country’s most source of revenue before the oil-
boom which is obscure whether it is a curse or blessing to the nation.

5. Research Methodology

The paper is a purely library based research where the materials are drawn. Both Islamic 
and non-Islamic literatures were engaged. No mathematical symbols or statistics were 
used. That is to say, the paper utilizes qualitative research methodology.

6. What is bay’ salam?

Bay’ salam is also known as bay’ salaf as it was mentioned earlier. It is literally known 
as forward contract, sale or payment. It refers to the sale which is not available at the 
time of contract or at the time of conclusion the sale but which will be delivered in the 
future on a fixed date. In other words, it is a sale of liability whose characteristics are 
described in exchange for a price or capital-sum. The Hambalis’s and Shafi’is school of 
thoughts define it “as a contract over described merchandise sold as a deferred liability 
on one party in exchange for a price that is received during the contract session” (Al-
zuhayli, 2007. 1:238). While the Maliki’s school of thought defines it as “a sale in 
which the capital sum (price) is paid in advance and the object of sale is deferred to a 
specified term” (ibid). It is also recoded that Maliki’s also defines it as “an exchange 
contract according to which one of the two parties becomes indebted to the other, while 
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his indebtedness is neither linked to a good that exists at present nor a usufruct, and 
the contract involves exchange of two dissimilar commodities”(Umar, 1416H/1995, 
p.18). It is equally right to note that although different schools of thoughts are differ in 
their chosen wordings but all the definitions give the same impression, that is, advance 
payment for commodity to be delivered in agreed future time. There are two types 
of salam contract, ordinary salam and parallel salam. The former involve only two 
transacting parties while the latter “is a contractual arrangement that consist of two 
different and independent contracts one in which the bank is a buyer and the other in 
which the bank is a seller” (ISRA, 2012, p.212).

7. Legality or permissibility of the contract

The permissibility of the bay’salam has been established by primary sources of the 
shari’ahi.e the Holy Qur’an and Hadith or Sunnah. 

In the Holy Qur’an, the contract is qualified under the general meaning of the verse:

“but Allah hath permitted trade and forbidden usury” (Al-Qur’an: Surah 
al-baqarah: 275). 

Bay’ salam is also particularly referred to in the following verse:

“O ye who believe! When ye deal with each other, in transactions involving 
future obligations in a fixed period of time, reduce them to writing, let a 
scribe write down faithfully as between the parties: let not the scribe refuse 
to write: as Allah Has taught him, so let him write. Let him who incurs the 
liability dictate, but let him fear His Lord Allah, and not diminish aught of 
what he owes…..” (Ibid, 282). 

It is also recorded in the Sunnah that:

Ibn Abbas narrated that the Messenger of Allah (pbuh) came to Madinah, 
and found its inhabitants using forward (salam) contracts in fruits for 
one, two and three years. He (pbuh) said: “Whoever enters into a forward 
contract, let him specify a known volume or weight, and a known term of 
deferment” (Quoted in Al-zuhayli, 2007, 1:237).

Also Muhammad bin Abi Al-Mujalid narrated that:

Abu Burda and ‘Abdullah bin Shaddad sent me to ‘Abdur Rahman bin 
Abza and ‘Abdullah bin Abi ‘Aufa to ask them about the Salaf (Salam). 
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They said, “We used to get war booty while we were with Allah’s Apostle 
and when the peasants of Sham came to us we used to pay them in advance 
for wheat, barley, and oil to be delivered within a fixed period.” I asked 
them, “Did the peasants own standing crops or not?” They replied, “We 
never asked them about it (Bukhari, Book 3, Volume 35, Hadith 456).

 Like wise its legality has been noticed by the secondary sources such as ijma’ (consensus 
of Scholars), qiyas (analogical deduction) and others, it is mentioned that there is 
unanimous consensus on permissibility of salam in the fiqh’s books. Ibn Mundhir says:  
“All the scholars whose opinions we have memorized agreed that forward contract 
(salam) are permissible and acknowledge people’s need for this contract.” (Al-zuhayli, 
2007, 1:238). 

However, when it comes to the Qiyas (analogical deduction), there are two different 
points of view. One group believed that salam is enacted at variance with qiyas and 
as an exceptional license to the basic rule that no one should sell what he/she does not 
have. The second group consider bay’ salam to be conformity with qiyas and not in 
any exceptional case. To this group, bay’ salam is an independent contract as in bay’ 
ajil (deferred sale) where price is delayed, commodity is delayed or deferred in salam 
(Umar, 1416H/1995, p.18).

8. Elements of the contract

In other for bay’ salam to be actually valid there must be the presence of all the 
following:

1. Rabbal-salamor al-musalim:-  this is known as forward buyer which can be an 
individual as well as a group or a company. 

2. Al-musalimilayhi:- the forward seller can also be an individual, group or a 
company. Majority of scholars state that the word salam or salaf must be 
mentioned in the offer statement.

3. Al-musalimfihi : object of forward sale. It is mandatory that object of sale must 
be specified in term of genus, type, quantity and quality. All these must be agreed 
upon in unequivocal terms. This is based on hadith which says: “Whoever 
participates in a forward sale, let him buy a known volume or known weight for 
a known term of deferment” (Quoted in Al-zuhayli, 2007, 1:242).
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4. Ra’s mal al-salam: price or capital sum of the forward sale. It is a paramount 
condition to clearly determine the actual price. It must be specified if it is 
measured in volume, weight or number. Pointing to the price without explicitly 
stating its amount is not welcomed.

9. Agricultural Sustainability

Seeking halal (legitimate) earning is one of the noble causes in Islam. Ogunbado (2011) 
stipulated that many words  such as kasb (earning) ‘amal (work) rizq (sustainance) 
fadl-Allah  (bounty of Allah) and so on in Islamic literature are all referring to seeking 
halal earning. The Holy Qur’an strongly encouraged Muslims to disperse after the 
ritual seeking legitimate earning.

And when the prayer is finished, then may ye disperse through the land, and 
seek of the Bounty of Allah: and celebrate the Praises of Allah often (and 
without stint): that ye may prosper. (Al-Qur’an, Surah al-jumu’a (62):10).

Agriculture is one of the legitimate earnings which is encouraged. It is an ancient 
way of earning or livelihood. It is defined as “the practice of cultivating the land or 
raising stock” (www.wordwebonline.com). It is also mentioned to be the science of 
occupation of cultivating the soil, producing crops and raising livestock. Ibn Khaldun 
(1967) defines it as: 

Cultivation and growth of plant through irrigation, proper treatment, 
improvement of the soil (observance of) the suitable season and care for 
them by applying these things in a way that will benefit them and help them 
grow (3:151). 

Legality of Agriculture as a legitimate earning to sustain the life has been referred to in 
many places in the Holy Qur’an. They call attention of the mankind to actively engage 
in agriculture activity. Such verses include:

It is He Who sendeth down rain from the skies: with it We produce vegetation 
of all kinds: from some We produce green (crops), out of which We produce 
grain, heaped up (at harvest); out of the date-palm and its sheaths (or 
spathes) (come) clusters of dates hanging low and near: and (then there are) 
gardens of grapes, and olives, and pomegranates, each similar (in kind) yet 
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different (in variety): when they begin to bear fruit, feast your eyes with 
the fruit and the ripeness thereof. Behold! in these things there are signs for 
people who believe. (Al-Qur’an, Surah al-Jumu’a (62):10).

Also:

And the earth We have spread out (like a carpet); set thereon mountains 
firm and immovable; and produced therein all kinds of things in due 
balance.  And We have provided therein means of subsistence,- for you and 
for those for whose sustenance ye are not responsible. (Ibid, Surah al-Hijr 
(15):19-20).

Also:

It is He Who has spread out the earth for (His) creatures: Therein is fruit 
and date-palms, producing spathes (enclosing dates). Also corn, with (its) 
leaves and stalk for fodder, and sweet-smelling plants. Then which of the 
favours of your Lord will ye deny? (Ibid, Surah al-Rahman (15):10-13).

Life sustainability through agriculture is as old as life itself. It was mentioned that 
the first farmer wasProphetAdam(father of mankind), (as).  When he was sent down 
from heaven, Angel Jibril brought him wheat and asked him to plant it. The wheat was 
planted, watered and harvested, after the harvest; it was threshed, milled and backed 
(Al-Shaybani,2011). In other words, Adam sustained his life through agriculture. The 
subsequent early civilizations also sustained themselves through it. 

Like wise, Nigeria as a country is primarily agricultural society, as it was mentioned 
earlier. That is to say, majority of the population participate in agricultural production at 
different stages, especially before the petroleum discovery. The sector contributed 65.7 
percent to the nation’s gross domestic product in 1957 (http://www.nationsencyclopedia.
com). However, this sector is devastating because of numerous problems militating 
against it such as lack of storage or processing facilities, land tenure system, illiteracy, 
lack of modern farm machine or techniques, lack of scientific and technological know-
how, urbanization, government policy, poor infrastructural facilities, lack of funds and 
capital to mention but a few.

If the problem of funds and capital is arrested many of the listed problems will also 
be solved. For instance availability of funds will usher in modern farm machines, 
infrastructural facilities and consequently improve storage and processing facilities. 
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Undoubtedly, Bay’ salam is an instrument which can address the problem of fund and 
capital. This type of contract has been used among the farmers of medinah more than 1400 
years ago. Introducing it with the introduction of Islamic banking and finance into Nigeria 
is very crucial. It is a financial alternative to sustain agricultural sector of the country.

10. Application of Bay’ Salam in Agricultural Sector in Nigeria

Rabb salam, which can be a financial institution, a bank, an Islamic cooperative society 
or an affluent will pay ra’s al-mal(cash) to a muslamilehi(farmer) with intention of 
feature delivery of certain and agreed product muslam fi-hi. The buyer will be benefited 
from cheap price while the famer will have capital to implement his project. In salam 
contract, farmer will get fund to purchase seeds, fertilizer and other materials to grow 
his crop and able to pay workers if any. Availability of capital through salam can also 
mitigate the level of poverty. Farmers will also have fund to sponsor their off-spring 
to higher institution to learn about modern way of farming or any other fields as the 
case may be. This will also address the issues of illiteracy. Through bay’ salam, people 
can invest their money in agricultural sector. The more people invest in agriculture 
sector the more the agriculture products increase. As Ibn khaldun argues “the fruit of 
this craft(agriculture) is the obtainment of foodstuffs and grains” (Ibn Khaldun, 1967, 
2:356). If there is abundance of agricultural products there will be food surplus and 
stability in supply chain.  In other words, the society will be sustained through the 
agricultural products. 

A financier, be an individual or a group can also enter into “parallel salam contract” 
(PSC), one with a farmer to buy his product and second with a wholesaler or broker to 
sell the goods. Financier will buy the commodity at a cheaper price and upon delivery 
resell in at a higher price but below the current market price to wholesaler and broker 
as an incentive to lure them into the business. Likewise the broker or wholesaler will 
also gain as he buys in a cheaper price and sells with (higher) market price to the final 
consumer (Zamir& Abbas, 2007). Figure 1 below shows the model of bay’salam for 
financing agriculture in Nigeria. 
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Based on the above model, financiers will enter into two (parallel) salam contracts, 
one with farmers to provide finance and second salam contract with wholesalers to 
secure the market for its agricultural products. The mechanism will be as follows:  
firstly, farmers will first enter into bay’salam contract with financiers, or Islamic banks 
or Islamic cooperative society and sell specified quantity and quality of agricultural 
products that will be delivered at specified future date to financier. Secondly, the 
financier will pay full price for these agricultural products on a spot basis. Thirdly, the 
financier will enter into another bay’salam with wholesalers and promise to deliver 
specified agricultural products to them at specified date for a reasonable price, possible 
below the market price. Fourthly, farmers will deliver the produce to the financier 
at agreed date and upon delivery the financier will immediately sell the produce to 
the wholesalers at an agreed price. This model will provide several benefits such as 
providing finance to farmers and fixes prices for their agricultural produce. It will 
also encourage large scale farming. Financing through bay’ salam can also serve as 
alternative for Nigerian farmers who are taking loan with interest form conventional 
banks. It also saves the farmers from adversity, additional expenses in marketing 
their products and risk of market price fall. Bay’ salam will also serve as effective 
mechanism stabilizing the price during the seasonal fall in demand. Bay’salam also 
affords as noticed by Ayub (2007) a price hedge for the buyer likewise protects both 
buyer and seller from the respective risk of revenue and price-indexed debt. It also 
gives opportunity for the farmers to be directly financed by the buyer, investor or fund 
provider without any intermediary. 
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11. Summary and Conclusion

The paper argues that based on necessity, it is important to introduce bay’ salam as an 
alternative to sustain agricultural sector which is dilapidating in the country. The sector 
has been the primary sources of revenue for the country in the past but suffers set back 
after the discovery of crude oil which is difficult to determine whether it is a blessing 
or curse for the nation. Nowadays, mostly every individual wants to be associated with 
oil sector. Even, uneducated people were engaged in illegal oil trading. It is the sector 
that is mostly corrupted in the nation.

Both the government and individuals shifted their focus from agriculture to petroleum. 
The country is now depending on importation of food stuff despite all the resources 
available to boast the agricultural sector. Many factors are responsible for the 
agricultural sector failure but the most alarming one is lack of fund and capital. Solving 
this problem will defiantly extenuate other problems. 

Nigeria, after many debates nationwide has joined its other counterparts in the world 
engaging in Islamic Finance and banking. Then, it sounds palatable to introduce 
bay’salam as an alternative to mitigate the financial problem and sustain the agricultural 
sector of the country. It is hoping that if the bakers, financial institutions, brokers and 
so on invest their money through bay’salam both contracting parties will be benefited 
and Nigeria society at large will also benefited at the end. Furthermore, the paper will 
be added to the scanty literature available in the field. 

Lastly, it important to be mentioned that although, the application is based on Nigeria 
but it can be implemented in any country especially the one that has potential for 
agriculture production and which has been neglected or take for granted  due to one 
reason or another.
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